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Why Read This Report

Key Takeaways

As companies seek to innovate and engage
customers through digital channels, they need
superstar security leaders — business executives
who know how to protect, support, and drive
performance. This report looks at the biggest
changes in firms’ expectations of their chief
information security officers (CISOs) and provides
specific examples of how top information security
professionals rise to those occasions.

Requirements For The CISO Have Changed
To stay ahead of changing customer expectations
and digital disruption, businesses need security
leaders to focus on external demands, exert more
distributed influence, become a resource rather
than an authority, and anticipate business change
instead of aligning to current strategy.
Top CISOs Are Most Adept At Harmonizing
Security Within Complex Environments
To meet growing demands, superstar CISOs have
developed new ways to explain why security
matters, extended their knowledge about their
firm’s technical ecosystem, and fostered a diverse
team to scale their efforts.
CISO Superstardom Is More About Thoughtful
Tactics Than Dashing Personality
While most CISOs keep hearing about the traits
that great leaders must have, superstar CISOs
are more likely to distinguish themselves with the
savvy tactics they employ.
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No Surprise — Security Is More Important And Difficult Than Ever
Chief information security officers are busier than ever. Their role is expanding to take on brand
protection, third-party risk management, information governance, disaster recovery, and privacy —
piled on top of the rest of their cybersecurity responsibilities. Many other factors are contributing to the
rising pressure that CISOs are facing every day, such as:
›› Customers are exerting more pressure on security and privacy practices. Among US online
adults, a full 32% agree that they usually read a company’s privacy policy before completing a
transaction or downloading an app; 43% agree that they are likely to cancel a transaction if they
read something they don’t like in the privacy policy.1 At the same time, regulatory requirements
such as those from the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), Federal Financial Institutions
Examination Council (FFIEC) and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) that
require stronger third-party risk management oversight are driving burdensome customer questions
in B2B markets as well.2
›› New technologies, like IoT, are opening the door wide to new risks. While security leaders
have watched the growing adoption of internet-of-things (IoT) devices, they are only now seeing
attackers apply their skills from more traditional endpoints to connected ATMs, home automation
equipment, medical devices, and more.3 In February 2017, we saw the damage such attacks can
cause when a popular internet-connected smart toy for kids, CloudPets, left a large database of
user information unprotected online. The emails of over 800,000 users, as well as voice messages
left between parents and their children were left exposed.4 And according to Symantec, the number
of IoT attacks rose from 500 in 2016 to 60,000 in 2017.5
›› Gender bias is contributing to a staffing shortage in the millions. The cybersecurity industry
is predicting 1.8 million unfilled jobs by 2020.6 However, this staffing gap seems self-inflicted
considering that just 11% of cybersecurity professionals are women.7 It’s even more alarming to
read the many accounts from women describing systemic experiences of professional biases,
sexual harassment, and even assault, poisoning cybersecurity teams and industry events.8
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Your Business Needs A New Breed Of Security
If your company is going to be successful long term, it is currently undergoing substantial
transformation to better engage with customers through digital channels. As a CISO, the challenges
your CEO wrestles with every day will (and should) change how you approach your position:
›› Customer expectations require you to shift focus to commercially relevant projects. In 2014,
US businesses and government entities began spending more on new technology projects to
help win, serve, and retain customers than they did on technology projects to support internal
processes and systems.9 CISOs not plugged into these projects are missing out on budget and
opportunities to support top-line growth. For example, the CISO at a global financial services
company said his firm restructured its security and IT teams to be more aligned to business
objectives as a front-end rather than back-end function. He emphasizes using an “and” not an “or”
approach when discussing innovation and security, which has helped improve security’s reputation
as an enabler of success instead of a roadblock.
›› Business complexity pushes expertise needs from a central team to a wide network. A
growing number of business functions have their own technology budget, which frequently eludes
CIO and CISO oversight. In fact, on average, global data and analytics decision makers estimate
that 29% of the budget their firm spends on technology represents purchases by a business unit
or department without IT involvement.10 Security teams without involvement in these initiatives are
blind to significant sources of potential risk.
›› Your organization and customers need you as an authority and a resource. Considering the
number of technology projects, applications, third parties, and customer interactions that have
security implications, it’s impossible for CISOs to enforce policy for every scenario. Instead, they
must set basic ground rules and then show enough value to encourage stakeholders to seek their
advice. The CISO of a major US university told Forrester that as an authority, she’s protecting her
organization but also proactively teaching students about security awareness. Specifically, she
provides resources for students to learn how to set up and protect bank accounts and establish
other channels of communication for them to come to her with questions. After learning that
students are more likely to ask questions online, she created an online chat function for them.
›› Market changes demand you move beyond alignment and become predictive. In a recent
Forrester survey, 44% of global marketing decision makers said that improving customer
experience was a high or critical priority.11 However, few security leaders say that embedding
security into their company’s products and services or developing secure customer-facing
mobile and web applications will be a priority for the next 12 months.12 This misalignment is not
necessarily from lack of effort; security leaders need to anticipate how their business will adopt
new technologies and engagement models a year or more ahead of time, so that when the
business introduces new technologies and business models — and the inherent risks that come
with them — the security team has solutions ready.
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Be The Security Leader Your Fellow Executives Want In The Room
Increasing risks, tighter regulations, and more customer expectations will force other executives
to work with you. But if you’re a superstar CISO, other executives will invite you into their business
decisions when they want your insight, not just when they need your blessing. Our research reveals
that to become a superstar security leader, you must make three specific changes to the way you
communicate, approach technology, and extend your network (see Figure 1):
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FIGURE 1 The Superstar CISO Checklist

Goal

Best practice

Tactics

Explain why
security
matters

Use stories
before metrics

•

Describe real-life and hypothetical scenarios.

•

Make your colleagues and their business the main characters.

•

Craft positive and negative scenarios, and describe the difference.

Tie every
effort to
business
objectives

•

Memorize your corporate objectives.

•

Document how each project, initiative, and budget item supports at
least one.

•

Report your security metrics using this alignment.

Communicate
with the board

•

Build a profile of each board member.

•

Consider their backgrounds when developing your presentation.

•

Ask them questions about priorities, risk tolerance, and reputation.

Know your
technology
touchpoints

Get involved
in product
development

•

Work with marketing to understand customer security expectations.

•

Work with legal and compliance to meet privacy requirements.

•

Use DevOps processes to streamline security reviews.

Prioritize
employee
growth
potential

Invest in raw,
diverse talent

•

Hire candidates who are intellectually curious, good communicators,
and logical problem solvers.

•

Deprioritize traditionally favored technical skills and expertise.

•

Address gender biases and other staffing prejudices, whether
purposeful or accidental.

•

Connect recruiting efforts to conferences that cater to women in
security.

•

Create a culture that places, trains, and promotes staff into technical
and/or management positions regardless of gender.

•

Give your staff face time in front of key meetings and audiences.

•

Provide cover for your staff so they’re comfortable enforcing rules
without retribution.

•

Place team members on customer-facing projects or other innovation
linked to revenue.

Hire women,
and create a
supportive
culture

Empower your
team
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1. Spend More Time Explaining Why Security Matters, To Gain Essential Buy-In
Historically, executives often ignored security or became numb to it. As an Asia-Pacific government
agency CISO explained, “People get tired of hearing about security. CISOs need to keep on going
anyway and to keep on doing what needs to be done.” Today, a larger and more diverse set of
stakeholders is starting to ask questions about your program, and you’re likely to be reaching out for
more help from people in legal, privacy, marketing, finance, and other roles who don’t think about
information security on a regular basis. In these cases, how you explain your efforts and priorities
makes all the difference.
›› Use stories before metrics. Even if security leaders are gifted presenters, security won’t make
sense to board members and other executives without real-life examples. The CISO of a $3 billion
international manufacturing firm said that he explains risk scenarios — such as theft of intellectual
property — using his colleagues as characters in the story to make it more real for them. Similarly,
the CISO of a $500 million US retail chain said that he picks a few key executives he needs to be
on his side and maps out the effects a security breach would have on their lines of business.
›› Tie every security effort to a defined business objective. It may sound obvious, but it’s a
point few CISOs have fully embraced: Information security exists only to help the firm meet its
performance goals and objectives, whether those are to improve customer satisfaction, harness
new technologies for growth, protect shareholder value, or maintain regulatory standing. As the
CISO of a US healthcare organization explained, “We are in healthcare first, infosec second.” To
illustrate the point, he described his best day at work: In response to physicians’ concerns about
screens locking too quickly, he made passwords stronger and timeouts less frequent, which
immediately improved their ability to treat patients.
›› Communicate with the board, don’t just report to them. When first asked to present during a
board meeting, many CISOs try to pack as many flashy metrics into their 5 minutes as possible —
but these speedy recitations can cause directors to zone out and enter what one CISO called “iPhone
prayer.”13 In contrast, superstar CISOs speak a language that the board understands: money. The
CISO of a global manufacturing company told us that he puts a dollar amount to every cyber risk
so that the board knows how much a disaster might cost them. Meanwhile, the CISO of a major US
financial services company says his team created a cyber risk index to measure risk, but they threw
out complex charts and spreadsheets that no one understood.
2. Expand Your Knowledge Of The Company’s Technology Touchpoints
While security leaders keep hearing that they need to prioritize business knowledge over their legacy
technical skills, that advice is imprecise. Specifically, superstar CISOs don’t necessarily need to have
started out in the security operations center, but they must have the technical depth to understand the
security implications of technology innovation going on around them:
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›› Get involved in product development. As companies engage customers through mobile apps,
smart devices, and other digital products, they will need to build confidence with customers by
securing those products, not just customer data.14 This is a common trend among smart-device
makers and other manufacturing firms, but there is evidence of the trend elsewhere. Forrester
interviewed a CISO of a marketing services firm who has experience in product management and
meets with product marketing and product management frequently. And the CISO of a large health
provider helped develop an online prescription service with biometric authentication and a secure
patient kiosk in physical locations, both increasing security of medical information and improving
customer service.
›› Map your digital ecosystem. Third-party compliance has become a nightmare for firms in most
industries, and the complex technical integration between companies engaging with customers
digitally is just beginning.15 It’s critical that you understand how your digital partners will interact
with your sensitive customer data, how they will authenticate users, and how they will authorize
transactions.16 The head of group security for a global food and beverage company is exploring
integration of data with partners’ mobile apps, IoT devices, and wearables. He adds that the
ecosystems around intelligent agents like Amazon’s Echo and Microsoft’s Cortana will soon require
a lot of his team’s attention.
›› Anticipate the technical road map. Security leaders who don’t want to reclaim their former
“Department of No” badges — which should include you — must anticipate road map shifts and
have solutions ready. Superstar CISOs invest time, energy, and resources based on how their
company plans to adopt technology rather than scrambling to react to current adoption. The CISO of
a US healthcare organization told Forrester that when executive colleagues started talking about big
data and analytics, he sent team members to Hadoop security training, so he had a trained expert
when the business was ready to start its new project. The CISO of a major financial services firm said
that he anticipates new technology requests and prepares several options for security controls for
them to choose from, increasing their speed and agility to move forward with the project.
3. Prioritize Growth Potential Over Technical Experience
Security leaders everywhere are citing a lack of staff and unavailability of security employees with
the right skills as major challenges for their business.17 However, many of these security leaders are
also the ones using outdated, inaccurate, and ineffective hiring practices. The talent that you find at
hackathons will be extremely limiting and not diverse. True superstar CISOs know that security talent
comes in many forms apart from the typical computer science background. To stack their security
team with the best talent, superstar CISOs take a new approach to staffing:
›› Go green, prioritizing investment in raw talent. Currently, interviews with security job candidates
are based on traditional biases toward technical skills. This means that security hires are often
more likely to be knowledgeable, but not necessarily the right fit to support digital transformations.
Instead, hire candidates — even directly out of undergrad programs or high school — that are
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intellectually curious, strong communicators, logical problem solvers, and genuinely interested in
the field. A cybersecurity CEO told us that she’s restructured her interview process entirely to focus
on drive and future potential instead of searching for candidates that have 10 years of experience,
no people skills, and unrealistic salary demands. The CISO of a major financial services firm
explained, “We’re using new tools that very few of us are already trained on, hence we’re looking
out for recruits with nontraditional tech skills.”
›› Hire women, and foster a culture that supports them. The industry is not suffering from a
staffing or skills shortage as much as from ingrained sexism and a massive gender disparity that
will continue to plague the industry until security leaders restructure their recruiting efforts.18 It’s
not necessarily malicious, but that’s irrelevant; unconscious bias is unavoidable, but one of the
biggest mistakes security leaders can make is to assume they and their organizations are above
it. Superstar CISOs know that in order to improve their organization and the industry overall, it’s
crucial that they actively recruit more women and place them in technical roles. One CISO we
spoke with said that she focuses her recruiting efforts on conferences like Women In Security And
Privacy, Grace Hopper, and the Executive Women’s Forum, which attract thousands of qualified
women attendees.
›› Empower your team with the spotlight and your support. Too often, people with strong security
and risk skills don’t stick around very long. To combat this challenge, the CISO of a large travel
and leisure company described how superstar security leaders have to trust their team members
enough to get in front of other execs and give their honest input. On top of that, she also makes
sure to provide a safe zone so that they’re comfortable saying no to projects or initiatives that
introduce too much risk, without fear of retribution.
Recommendations

Realize Superstar CISOs Are Master Tacticians, Not Stage Stars
Every CISO has heard that their job success depends on supreme presentation skills, business
acumen, technical prowess, charisma, and other grand character traits. However, it’s clear that savvy,
thoughtful tactics distinguish the best CISOs more than any star quality. They need to have courage
enough to take a stand on critical issues, with personal resilience to keep fighting through inevitable
setbacks. So don’t model yourself on the singer onstage but on the master conductor in the pit — out
of sight, but integral in every scene. For example, instead of trying to develop more charisma to carry
you through tough conversations, reach out to relevant teams with the offer to streamline difficult
policies, strengthen the security of an upcoming product, or review the controls of an ecosystem
partner. Being a valued partner will ultimately make those tough conversations easier.
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Engage With An Analyst
Gain greater confidence in your decisions by working with Forrester thought leaders to apply
our research to your specific business and technology initiatives.
Analyst Inquiry

Analyst Advisory

Webinar

To help you put research
into practice, connect
with an analyst to discuss
your questions in a
30-minute phone session
— or opt for a response
via email.

Translate research into
action by working with
an analyst on a specific
engagement in the form
of custom strategy
sessions, workshops,
or speeches.

Join our online sessions
on the latest research
affecting your business.
Each call includes analyst
Q&A and slides and is
available on-demand.

Learn more.

Learn more.

Learn more.

Forrester’s research apps for iOS and Android.
Stay ahead of your competition no matter where you are.
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